
OVERVIEW
The West is a new concrete residential tower located in the Hell’s Kitchen neighThe West is a new concrete residential tower located in the Hell’s Kitchen neigh-
borhood of New York City.  The new building was developed by CB Developers, 
SK Development Group, and Ironstate Development and designed by Ismael 
Leyva Architects in conjunction with design architect Concrete out of Amsterdam. 
The 12-story condominium building is a striking new addition to the “Auto Row” 
stretch. The 8th floor and up features a modern design of with protruding balco-
nies and terraces, fully-glazed façade, and a rooftop terrace. It is approximately 
245,000 square feet with 40,000 square feet of retail and auto dealership space 
on the ground floor. Amenities include a fitness center, yoga studio, greenhouse, 
and a rooftop view of the Hudson River.

UNIQUE DESIGN FEATURES
The most prominent feature of the building is the 8-story reinforced concrete 
superstructure that allows for the staggered arrangement or terraces and balconies 
on the upper levels. The uniform shape of the podium floors with its factory-
esque façade allows for the final four floors to play with the projecting terraces in 
various sizes to be placed in a staggered arrangement creating a more modern 
feel. The consistent concrete façade of the podium levels combined with the 
fully-glazed façade of the upper floors creates a clean and cohesive look that is 
able to match the neighborhood’s architecture while standing out with its moder-
nity. 

FOUNDATION AND SUPERSTRUCTURE
The building is founded on a 54” thick reinforced concrete mat foundation on 
bedrock.  While this is an efficient foundation system for supporting the building 
loads above, the mat foundation was selected for its inherent ability to also resist 
hydrostatic water pressure from below.  Perhaps a result of the proximity to the 
Hudson River, the groundwater in this area was found to be quite high giving 
way to a tremendous amount of water pressure from below.  The thick mat was 
used to transfer these large forces between rock anchors which were embedded 
approximately 20ft into the bedrock below and support nearly 300,000 lbs of approximately 20ft into the bedrock below and support nearly 300,000 lbs of 
force. 
 
The superstructure of the building is comprised of concrete flat plate construction 
with the lateral force-resisting system, which includes the reinforced concrete 
shear walls, and column-beam moment frames. A 30” thick concrete transfer slab 
was utilized at the 3rd floor to transfer out columns above and provide spacious 
retail space for an anticipated car dealership.  This open space would both work 
well in maneuvering vehicles while optimizing the parking layout below the 
ground floor.  

High strength concrete mixes of 6,000 psi, 8,000 psi, and 10,000 psi were used High strength concrete mixes of 6,000 psi, 8,000 psi, and 10,000 psi were used 
for both the foundations and superstructure, all of which were sourced from a 
single ready-mix supplier. Proper design mixes were used to improve pumpabil-
ity, to minimize the construction period, to improve consolidation and flow-
ability, and to achieve the required strength and durability.  Temperature control 
plans were instituted in the mass concrete pour at the foundation to ensure the 
quality of concrete being placed.  

WHY CONCRETE?
Concrete was always the clear choice for this project as the form of the exposed Concrete was always the clear choice for this project as the form of the exposed 
concrete is ideal for both the structure and the architecture.  It allowed for a clean 
and uniform design to not only look esthetically pleasing but provide support for 
the building’s gravity and lateral system and the upper level staggering of terraces. 
Concrete also facilitated an accelerated construction schedule, shallow floor con-
struction which allowed for taller clear heights within units, inherent fireproofing 
and acoustical benefits, and flexibility in the location and spacing of columns. 
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